Abstract Sketch has been employed as an effective communicative tool to express the abstract and intuitive meanings of object. Recognizing the free-hand sketch drawing is extremely useful in many real-world applications. While content-based sketch recognition has been studied for several decades, the instance-level Sketch-Based Image Retrieval (SBIR) tasks have attracted significant research attention [70, 55] recently. The existing datasets such as QMUL-Chair and QMUL-Shoe, focus on the retrieval tasks of chairs and shoes. However, there are several key limitations in previous instancelevel SBIR works. The state-of-the-art works [70, 55] have to heavily rely on the pre-training process, quality of edge maps, multi-cropping testing strategy, and augmenting sketch images. To efficiently solve the instance-level SBIR, we propose a new Deep Triplet Classification Siamese Network (DeepTCNet) which employs as the basic feature extractor and is optimized by the triplet loss and classification loss. Critically, our proposed DeepTCNet can break the limitations existed in previous works. sive experiments on five benchmark sketch datasets validate the effectiveness of the proposed model. Additionally, to study the tasks of sketch-based hairstyle retrieval, this paper contributes a new instance-level photo-sketch datasetHairstyle Photo-Sketch dataset, which is composed of 3600 sketches and photos, and 2400 sketch-photo pairs.
Introduction
With the development of touch-screen devices such as iPad, and Surface, everyone can easily draw simple sketches. Different from the text, the sketch always contains richer and yet more abstract information. Sketch Based Image Retrieval (SBIR) has been studied for more than three decades [32] . Most previous research efforts are made on category-level or fine-grained level SBIR tasks [7, 27, 14, 15, 19] . Recently, pioneer works, including TripletSN [70] and DSSA [55] , have investigated the problem of instance-level SBIR. Such an SBIR task nevertheless is extremely useful in many realworld applications. For example, one can search for his/her particular interested photo by a roughly drawn sketch. Recently, the instance-level SBIR has been extensively studied in TripletSN [70] , and DSSA [55] , which jointly learned the branches of sketches and photos. Particularly, in both works, the authors firstly converted photos to edge maps using Edgebox [75] , which greatly diminishes the domain gap between sketch and raw photos. Then they extracted features from both sketches and edge maps with a sufficiently pre-trained Siamese network. Meanwhile, the triplet loss [70] and HOLEF loss [55] were utilized to update parameters of the network and learn a fine-grained discriminative embedding on high-level feature space. After training, the authors compared the distance of query sketches and candidate edge maps in feature space to retrieve the most similar edge map for each sketch. However, note that in order to efficiently learn the feature representations of edge maps and sketches, their models [70, 55] have to be pretrained on many datasets, such as TU-Berlin [17] , edge maps of ImageNet-1K. The quality of edge maps thus performs a key role in better training previous models [70, 55] . Additionally, previous works have to rely on augmenting sketch images in order to gather enough training sketch images.
To break these limitations, we propose a new architecture -Deep Triplet Classification Siamese Network (DeepTCNet) in this paper. Our model utilizes the DenseNet-169 as the feature extractor in the SiameseNet style. The whole network is organized in an end-to-end manner. We introduce two types of loss functions, namely, triplet loss [51] and classification loss [43] , to optimize the network. Critically, our model uses the images as the input, rather than the edge maps used in previous works [70, 55] . In order to address the matching problem between sketch and photo images, the triplet loss learns to make the sketch instances closer to the positive photo images, but far from the negative photo images. Furthermore, since the sketch and photo come from two different visual domains, we utilize three classification loss to bridge the gap between different domains. Particularly, we introduce an auxiliary task by classifying the paired sketch and photo images closer to each other in the embedding space learned by our DeepTCNet. More specifically, we employ three types of classification losses, i.e., softmax loss, spherical loss, and center loss.
On the other hand, most of the previous works are evaluated on two instance-level SBIR datasets -QMUL-Chair and QMUL-Shoe. These existing datasets focus on the sketch based retrieval tasks of chairs and shoes. In contrast, we are interested in the task of the hairstyle photo-sketch matching which has important business potential such as the hairstyle recommendation. Remarkably, hairstyle shapes the outline of face and conveys the characteristic and attitudes of one person. And the sketch, as an efficient tool, is introduced here to help understand the hairstyles. For instance, the customer can search for his/her interested hairstyle photo by a roughly drawn sketch in the Barbershop. In such a case, it is not meaningful for category-level SBIR hairstyle [68] , which classifies the hairstyles into dozens of classes. One can not ignore the huge variances within each hairstyle class. Such the variances of direction, density, outlines of hairs and how the hairstyle is aligned with faces, intrinsically make it very difficult in systematically and precisely modelling hairstyle.
To this end, we, for the first time, present a novel instancelevel SBIR dataset Hairstyle Photo-Sketch dataset (HPSD).
The HPSD is derived from the Hairstyle30Kdataset 1 [68] . In particular, 1200 photos are uniformly picked from 40 representative categories of Hairstyle30Kdataset. The photos are chosen with high diversity. Given one photo, two sketches with different complexity are drawn by moderately trained drawers. Thus totally we obtain 3600 images in this dataset. This HPSD can serve as the new testbed for instance-level SBIR tasks. The detailed steps of constructing the HPSD have been discussed in Sec. 3. Compared with existing QMULChair and QMUL-Shoe datasets [70, 50] , our dataset is more challenging on the scale of dataset, and the faces/hairstyles containing the significant textual information. We hope that this dataset will greatly benefit the research into sketch based hairstyle modelling.
Contributions. We make several contributions in this paper.
We propose a novel instance-level SBIR dataset Hairstyle
Photo-Sketch dataset (HPSD) which focuses on instancelevel hairstyle SBIR task, and can thus be taken as the testbed of new hairstyle retrieval algorithms.
We propose a novel Deep Triplet Classification Siamese
Network to efficiently solve the instance-level SBIR tasks. Our DeepTCNet can beat the state-of-the-art algorithms by a large margin. Particularly, Our model has several novel points: (a) We introduce the classification loss as the auxiliary task to efficiently learn our whole network; (b) Our network can directly use RGB photo images as input, and thus save huge pre-trained cost necessary in previous works [70, 50] ; (c) Our network does not rely on the quality of edge maps as previous works [70, 50] .
Related Work
The task of Sketch-Based Image Retrieval (SBIR) aims at utilizing the sketch drawing of visual objects by amateurs to find the best matched image examples from an image collection. The sketch-based image retrieval has been studied for nearly three decades [32] . Besides retrieving images from the sketch queries, the early approaches of SBIR, especially in computer graphics community, enables the synthesis of image approaches, such as Sketch2photo [9] and PhotoSketcher [16] . These classical approaches have been reviewed in [54] .
Features in SBIR.
With the proliferation of the touch and pen-based devices, there have been a growing number of studies in addressing the SBIR problem in Multimedia community. Before the development of deep neural network, these works mostly focused on the design of sophisticated features [49, 8, 6] . Such hand-crafted features are inspired by the early object descriptors, like BoW [28, 45] and HOG, Gradient Field HOG [27] . Furthermore, traditional ranking methods such as rank correlation [15] , and rankSVM [70] are also used on some SBIR methods. Recently, the Deep Convolution Neural Networks (CNNs) [33] and its variants have been employed to best learn the sketch features [71, 52, 55] . Hash-based methods [42, 73, 74] have also been discussed as searching efficient features for SBIR.
Learning end-to-end architectures in SBIR. Siamese networks [19, 70, 55] have been utilized for SBIR in an end-toend way. In Wang et al. [19] , a variant of Siamese networks have been used in both photo branch and sketch branch. Triplet Siamese Networks [70, 55] which leverage three branches for sketches, positive images and negative images, have also been shown very efficient for SBIR tasks. However, to well train their models, Yu et al. [70] and Song et al. [55] used the well-designed triplets contributed by human annotations. The model proposed in [55] leverages higher order energy function into original triplet loss which catches the inter-dimension relationship among high-level features. The hard negative mining has been investigated and utilized to find difficult triplet examples and boost the performance of models [23, 20, 51] .
Cross Domain Matching. SBIR can be formulated as the category-level or instance-level retrieval tasks. Most previous works on SBIR are about category-level [27, 28, 45, 44, 19] or fine-grained category-level SBIR [34, 37, 50] , which target at finding the image category corresponded to the sketch query. The instance-level SBIR was firstly introduced in Yu et al. [70] . In general, the SBIR is learned to align two different domains, i.e., sketches and images. Thus it can be taken as one special case of cross domain matching. They key to solving Cross Domain Matching problem is to obtain the discriminative features of two different domains. The Siamese neural network and its variants have also been widely used in other cross domain matching tasks, such as person re-identification [67, 36, 1, 13] , face verification [51] or image caption [65, 31, 59] .
Metric Learning. Many works in face verification and person re-identification can capture the fine-grained features by metric learning [51, 43, 62, 12, 60, 72, 67, 47, 64, 24] . Schroff et al. [51] proposed the triplet loss on face recognition task and achieved the best performance at that time.
In [62, 12] , they added a new center loss or marginal loss to measure the intra-class loss. Some researchers found that only use the Euclidean loss may not be good enough to learn best discriminative features. So they designed the softmax loss based on Angular Margin [43, 60] . This method can learn discriminative features in manifold space which is better for fine-grained tasks. Range Loss [72] was designed for solving the long-tail problem in face verification task. Recently, metrics learned by relaxed pairs are used for person re-identification [25] . Nevertheless, the performance of the model is penalized by the triplet loss which is computed by the triplet data. So there are some recent study about how to improve the triplet loss [51, 11, 23 ]. An improved triplet loss based on hard negtive mining had been proposed in [23] . Yi et al. [67] designed a loss function based on similarity matrix between features. There was also a kernel-based metric learning method for person re-identification [64] . Besides, there was a method combining the metrics to learn a better model [47] .
Datasets of SBIR. Several previous benchmark datasets for SBIR are designed for category-level retrieval tasks, including TU-Berlin dataset [17] , and Flickr15k dataset [27] . Specifically, TU-Berlin dataset has 20000 sketches uniformly distributed over 250 categories, and it generally integrates other photo datasets that share the same categories, such as PAS-CAL VOC [18] , for SBIR tasks. For example, the dataset proposed in [38] integrates 1120 sketches from TU-Berlin and 7267 images from PASCAL from 14 selected classes. Flickr15k dataset includes 14660 images of 33 categories, and 10 sketches drawn for each category given the images of each corresponding class. Recently, the fine-grained sketch datasets have also been introduced, such as QMUL-Shoe and QMUL-Chair datasets [70] , and Sketchy dataset [50] . In particular, two earliest instance-level sketch-photo datasets proposed in [70] , the QUML-Shoe and QUML-Chair, contains totally 419 sketch-photo pairs of shoes and 297 pairs of chairs with densely annotated 32000 triplet rankings where each sketch is painted by the amateurs if given the corresponding photo. However, the small size of data scale reduces the reliability of evaluation of SBIR models on these datasets. The Sketchy dataset [50] is composed of photographic objects from 125 categories. It collects 75471 freehand human sketches from of 12500 objects. Comparing with this dataset, our hairstyle sketch dataset is an instancelevel SBIR. Very recently, Google released the largest doodling dataset by launching an online game 2 to collect more sketch images.
Hairstyle Photo-Sketch dataset
Our Hairstyle Photo-Sketch dataset is designed to study the tasks of instance-level SBIR, as well as related tasks, such as hairstyle recommendation or editing. This dataset is a nontrivial extension of existing hairstyle30K dataset [68] . There are totally 3600 sketches and photos, and 2400 sketch-photo pairs. Particularly, two types of sketches, namely, simple and complex sketches, have been collected for each photo. Fig.  1 shows some examples. 
Uniqueness
The tasks of face photo-sketch matching have also been investigated in previous works with the corresponding datasets include CUFS [61] , VIPSL [21] and IIIT-D [4] . The sketches of these previous datasets are drawn by the artists; and the texture information and regions between bright area and shadow are precisely expressed in each image.
Comparing with these datasets, we highlight several differences. Firstly, we target at understanding the sketch images are contributed by the common persons who are not artists. For example, our contributors as well as the annotators of Sketchy dataset [50] only use very simple strokes to outline the main object or its features in an image. Secondly and more interestingly, since we aim at the instance-level SBIR task of different hairstyle, the characteristics of human faces in images are not the deterministic factor of retrieving the most similar sketch image. This leads to new challenging to existing face-based deep architectures [43, 56, 58, 62] . Finally, as a research task itself, the hairstyle can convey the person's characteristics [41] . However, there is very limited hairstyle diversity in the existing face photo-sketch dataset. This is no previous dataset like our Hairstyle Photo-Sketch dataset including the various hairstyle sketch modelling in a comprehensive manner. Additionally, our hairstyle sketch dataset can also potentially be very useful to other SBIR tasks, such as fine-grained hairstyle classification, stroke classification; and even the hairstyle synthesis and modification can also be benefited by this Hairstyle Photo-Sketch dataset.
Data collection
Hairstyle photos. The photos of hairstyle photo-sketch dataset are reused from the hairstyle30k dataset [68] which is a fine-grained dataset and designed for hairstyle related tasks such as hairstyle classification, hairstyle synthesis and editing. Among all the 64 types of hairstyles in hairstyle30k, we select 40 most common used fine-grained hairstyle images, e.g., Afro, Bald, Bob hair and so on. These selected categories are very representative and cover the most popular hairstyles in various countries such as the United Kingdom, China, Japanese and so on. The illustrative images are listed in Fig. 2 . From each category of hairstyle, we select 30 most representative photos which have the hairstyles of different persons with very different viewpoints and poses. Totally 1200 photos are collected from these 40 fine-grained hairstyle classes. Collecting sketches. We further collect the hairstyle sketches given the selected photos. To avoid the variances of sketches caused by different artists [3] , we invite one drawer to complete all the drawing works of the sketches. Specifically, we showed the real hairstyle image to the drawer and asked the drawer to sketch the photo using Wacom. The drawer has moderate art training and thus can represent the professional hairstyle designer who is interested in sketching and changing the hairstyles. For each photo, we require both 
Methodology and Network Overview
In this section, we systematically develop and introduce each component of our framework as shown in Fig 3 . Specifically, we give the problem setup and overview in Sec. 4.1. We discuss our key difference with existing works which used the edge map as the input to SBIR in Sec. 4.2. The details of our main framework structure ,as well as the loss functions, are discussed in Sec. 5.
Overview
We give the problem setup and overview of our framework. Given the sketch s and a candidate collection of N photos,
∈ P, the goal of instance-level SBIR is to find the best matched photo from the corresponding candidate photo set {p i } N i=1 for the query sketch s. Naively, one can easily address this task by computing and ranking the similarity of the features of s and each photo p i ∈ {p i } N i=1 if the features computed are discriminative and representative enough. To that end, the SBIR algorithms have to efficiently solve the following two key questions, 1. how to make framework effectively learn the features of sketch and photos to bridge the gap between the sketch and photo domains? 2. how to learn fine-grained photo/sketch features to capture the subtle differences of each photo/sketch instance?
The Question (1) is the most common challenges existed for any SBIR, while the Question (2) is more essential in our task in order to facilitate the instance-level SBIR.
To address these challenges, this paper presents a Deep Triplet Classification Siamese Network (DeepTCNet) as illustrated in Fig 3. Our DeepTCNet has three components. The first component includes three branches of dense blocks to process and extract the feature maps of the initial inputs of sketches and photos. The second and third components are the Euclidean Triplet loss and one classification loss layer to integrate these three branches into an end-to-end framework.
Our DeepTCNet is shown in Fig 3. The input of the network is a triplet of sketch anchor, positive photo image and negative photo image. The whole network is trained in an end-to-end manner. Given a query sketch image, the DeepTCNet will output the best matched face photo. Each component will be detailed in the next subsections.
Input Images of DeepTCNet
What we use as the input images of DeepTCNet are the RBG photo images and the expanded sketch images. Specifically, the expanded refers to duplicate each sketch image into 3 channels as the input image to our model. We use the DenseNet-169 feature extractor pre-trained on the ImageNet-1K dataset. In our experiments, we show that our proposed architectures can efficiently learn to model these input images.
We highlight that such input images actually are different from those in [70, 55] . Particularly, in [70, 55] , the input images of their Siamese Network are the edge maps, rather than the RGB photos. Intuitively, it may be reasonable to firstly compute the edge maps of input images, in order to bridge the gap between photo and sketch domains. However, directly using the edge map still introduces additional issues: (1) Very difficulty in pre-training the reasonable feature extractors for the inputs of edge maps and sketches. In fact, to train a reasonable network, Yu et al. [70] and Song et al. [55] had to pre-train their models on ImageNet-1K, the edge map set of ImageNet-1K images, TU-Berlin datasets and so on. In other words, they pre-trained their models on millions of images, and tens of thousands of sketch images to only recognize several hundreds of photo-sketch pairs (QMUL-Shoe and QMUL-Chair dataset). In contrast, our models directly utilize the RGB images as the input for the DenseNet-169 which is pre-trained only on ImageNet-1K dataset. (2) The conversion from RGB photos into edge maps will lead to losing some information (e.g., texture) which may be important for the neural network to extract the features. To sum up, the way of our input images is more efficient to help train the network and will not lose the information of RGB images.
Loss Functions of DeepTCNet
Formally, we define a triplet as s i , p In general, the loss functions are very important in efficiently training the deep network. In this paper, two types of loss functions, namely, triplet loss and classification loss, are explored for training our DeepTCNet. Both loss functions help to optimize the network in achieving the good performance of instance-level SBIR. In our model, these two types of loss functions are combined into,
where α, β are the coordinating weights for two different loss terms; and empirically set as α = 0.15, β = 0.2. L tri and L cls represent the triplet loss and classification loss individually. The classification loss can be softmax loss, center loss, and Spherical loss which would be discussed in Sec. 5.2. R (θ ) indicates the penalty term. Here we use the L 2 regularization term with the weight λ = 0.0005. Intuitively, as a classical loss function for retrieval tasks [22] , the triplet loss is optimizing the sketch instances closer to the positive photo images, but far from the negative photo images. On the other hand, though the sketch and photo images come from different modalities, our DeepTCNet are using the same CNN block to extract the features from both domains. Thus, the classification loss is introduced here as the auxiliary task which aims at bridging the gap of different domains. Particularly, the classification loss enables the features of the sketches and positive images from the same pair closer to each other.
Triplet Loss
The triplet loss is widely used in the retrieval tasks, such as face verification [57] , person re-identification [10, 23, 39, 40] and so on. In principle, it aims at learning the discriminative features of images which are important for retrieval task. Particularly, the fine-grained / instance-level retrieval task in our scenario. This loss learns to optimize a correct order between each query sketch and positive/negative photo images in the embedding space.
In our task, the triplet loss is trained on a series of triplets
. Such a designed purpose enables the triplet loss to be applied to many areas, such as image retrieval [2, 30] , person reidentification [11] , etc. Thus the triplet loss can reduce the the intra-class variations, and enlarge the inter-class variations. Specifically, the loss is defined as
where D (·) is the Euclidean distance function. The ∆ is the margin between query-positive and query-negative distance, and we set ∆ = 0.3.
Classification Loss
The triplet loss can efficiently constrain the sketch image is closer to the positive photo than the other negative photos. However, the standard triplet loss in Eq (3) is not optimized for the purpose of bridging the gap of sketch and photo domains. Specifically, as shown in Fig. 3 , the same CNN blocks are used to extract features from both sketch and photo images. The extracted features of paired sketches and photos should be closed to each other. Moreover, as the Question (2) in Sec. 4.1 and quite different from the classical SBIR tasks, the instance-level SBIR needs to learn the discriminative fine-grained features of different photos.
To this end, the classification loss is introduced in our DeepTCNet as an auxiliary task to help better learn the features from photos and sketches. In general, the classification loss is utilized to enforce the extracted features of the paired sketch and photo to be close to each other. Particularly, three following types of classification losses are integrated into our DeepTCNet model as follows.
where the weight parameters are γ 1 = 1.5, γ 2 = 1.0, γ 3 = 0.0015. To help the network to learn better discriminative feature of data, our classification loss combines three types of losses: Softmax loss L so f t penalizes the learned features by Euclidean distance which however has been shown not so robust to fine-grained tasks as in [43] . (2) Spherical loss further makes constraints on learning the features by angular / spherical distance; (3) additionally, center loss is added to minimize the inter-class variations in optimizing the features. More detailed experimental results of comparing different classification losses are compared in Sec. 6.6.
Softmax Loss. We employ the standard softmax classification loss is in the form of
where f j is the j-element of the prediction score f .
Spherical Loss. This loss is optimizing the angular softmax as the auxiliary task to help our instance-level SBIR. Specifically, we use the output features of branches of sketches f θ (s i ) and positive photos f θ p + i , and denote
We take the matched pairs of sketches and positive photos as the same class; thus we annotate the label y k for x k .
We use a fully connected layer (with the weight matrix W ) to implement the spherical loss function with the input of branches of sketches and positive photos as shown in Fig.  3 . Thus we can rewrite
where θ j,k indicates the angle between vector W T j and x k . If we normalize W j = 1, make all bias b j = 0 and introduce an angle margin m for the loss, we thus have the Spherical loss function L sphe as follows,
where θ y k ,k should be in the range of 0, π m . The decision boundary is cos (mθ 1 )−cos (θ 2 ) for binary-class case. m 1 is the margin constant. We set m = 4 in our case. To remove the restriction on the range of θ y k ,k and make the function optimizable, we can expend cos θ y k ,k by generalizing it to a monotonically decreasing angle function φ (θ y k ,k ) . Therefore, the spherical loss should be
where φ θ y k ,k = (−1)
Note that Spherical loss function is employed in [43] to learn an embedding function for the face recognition. In contrast, the Spherical function is introduced here as optimizing the Triplet Network for the first time. Particularly, this work focuses on SBIR tasks rather than classification task, and the Spherical function serves as an efficient auxiliary task to help better learn the Siamese Net.
Center Loss. The center loss targets at minimizing the intraclass variations. It is formulated as,
where c y i is the center of the y i th class of deep features. In practice, it is difficult to compute the center of all training data in one class. So we have two modifications here in order to make this loss efficiently used in training CNN.
1. Rather than use the centers of all training data, we use the center of each mini-batch; 2. To avoid the large perturbations of wrong data, we add a hyperparameter α to control the update of center. As the update equations below, 
where δ (y i = j) = 1 when y i = j and δ (y i = j) = 0 otherwise. In this way, we can use the center loss for training better discriminative features.
Experiments

Dataset
Our model is proposed for instance-level SBIR tasks, which enables the common persons to search for images with rough sketches. We list and compare the benchmark datasets here.
QUML-Shoe and QMUL-Chair dataset [70] contain 419 shoe and 297 chair photo-sketch pairs, respectively. Following the standard splits in [70] , we use 304 and 200 pairs for training, and the rest pairs remain for the validation. In both two datasets, human triplet annotations are provided. Both the images of photos and sketches are resized to 256 × 256.
QUML-Shoe v2 dataset is a larger version of QUML-Shoe dataset which contains 2000 photos and 6,730 sketches, where each photo corresponds to about three sketches. We use 1800 photos and their corresponding sketches as training set and the rest for test. In this dataset, human annotated triplets are not provided; so our training triplets are automatically generated: for each anchor sketch, its source photo is used as positive instance and the negative instance is random sampled from all other photos.
Sketchy database is one of the largest sketch-photo database [50] . It includes 74,425 sketches and 12,500 photos. The instances are uniformly distributed in 125 categories. We randomly sample 90% instances for training and the rest for test. To generated triplets, we use source photo of each sketches as their positive instance. We sample for negative instance from photos inside same category with sketch by a pre-defined probability, as in TripletSN and DSSA [70, 55] , and from photos outside in other turns.
Hairstyle Photo-Sketch Dataset (HPSD) is the dataset proposed in this paper. This newly proposed dataset has 1200 photo-sketch pairs where the photos are evenly distributed over 40 classes. Each photo is corresponding to both simple and complex types of sketches. Unless otherwise specified, the simple sketches are employed for testing. Note that in this dataset, the photos are highly distinctive on facial features, poses of heads, or outlines of hairs, even within the same hairstyle category. In our HPSD, 1000 photo-sketch pairs are used for training and the rest 200 pairs for testing. Since we do not have the human annotations of triplet pairs as [70] , we randomly generate the triplet pairs. Specifically, given a query sketch, we take its corresponding ground-truth photo as the positive instances, while randomly sample the negative instance set from 5 photos within the same hairstyle categories as the positive instance, and 45 photos from the other hairstyle classes. Thus totally 50 triplets are generated for each sketch query.
Settings
We implement our model in Pytorch. Our Triplet Siamese Network uses DenseNet-169 [29] as the feature extractor in each branch. The DenseNet-169 is pre-trained on ImageNet-1K image dataset. We replace the final classifier layer with a fully connected layer, and the output size equals to feature size. Our models, dataset, and codes will be released upon the acceptance.
In the testing, we just use the negative distance between the query feature f θ (s) and each photo feature f θ (p i ) ∈ {p j } N j as ranking score R(s, p) = −D( f θ (s), f θ (p)); and then choose the photo p with highest ranking score as the retrieval result. The initial learning rate is 0.0002; the model is optimized by the Adam algorithm. The batch normalization is only used in DenseNet-169. We do not use dropout. All the input images are randomly cropped into 225 × 225 as the input of the network. On our Hairstyle Photo-Sketch dataset, the model gets converged by 10 epochs; totally it takes 3 hours by using NVIDIA 1080Ti GPU card.
Baselines
We compare several competitors in the experiments. All these baselines are proposed for the instance-level SBIR.
TripletSN. In [70] , it is combined with the triplet loss for SBIR tasks. A Siamese network is used to extract features from the triplets which consists of a query sketch, a positive instance edge map and a negative instance edge map. With the triplet loss, the model learns the representations that can capture the distance between queries and instances and thus facilitate the image retrieval tasks.
DSSA.
The model is proposed in [55] where the network adopted the attention mechanism by a coarse-fine fusion block. Conventional triplet loss with first order energy function is replaced by it with higher-order energy function. These modifications greatly improve the performance on SBIR tasks. According to the ablation study in DSSA, the main improvement of DSSA is derived from CFF. And in our experiments, DSSA without HOLEF loss can also achieve competative accuracy compared with complete DSSA. And the implementation of HOLEF could enormously increase the spatial complexity in the test procedure. So we only use the CFF in experiments of DSSA.
Limitations in Previous Works
In this section, we summarize the limitations existed in the previous works -TripletSN [70] , and DSSA [55] . Table 1 Performance of models with/without pre-training and training. The pre-training refers to the heavy pre-training process used in [55, 70] . The training means that using the training data of each dataset to train the corresponding model. Note that our DeepTCNet does not use the pre-training strategy as mentioned in [70] .
Heavily Relying on Complex Pre-training Process
In the work series of TripletSN [70] , and DSSA [55] , the good performance of instance-level SBIR heavily relies on pre-training process, including (1) pre-training on the edge maps of ImageNet-1K, (2) pre-training on TU-Berlin [17] , and (3) pre-training on a combination of ImageNet-1K and TU-Berlin dataset for a category-level retrieval task. The sheer volume of data-scale as well as the computational cost in the pre-training process, makes the previous works [70, 55] too expensive and complex in pre-training. For example, in order to pre-train the edge maps of ImageNet-1K, they have to convert millions of ImageNet-1K images into edge maps. In contrast,the QMUL-Shoe and QMULChair dataset totally have only several thousands training and testing images. Furthermore, we notice that practically, the pre-training process of previous works [70, 55] is already a complete pipeline for the category-level SBIR model; and even can hit very competitive performance on the instancelevel SBIR tasks concerned shown in Tab. 1. Critically, on QMUL-Shoe dataset, the DSSA only pre-training (i.e., Pretraining , Training ×) can beat the DSSA model with only training (i.e., Pre-training ×, Training ). Table 1 also reveals the fact that the pre-training process is a quite important component in [70, 55] . Without pretraining, the performance of DSSA and TripletSN models will be degraded significantly. In contrast, our model does not need such a heavy pre-training process, and can achieve comparable or even higher accuracy on both datasets.
Heavily Relying on the Quality of Edge Maps
We found that the quality of edge maps is very important to results of TripletSN and DSSA. This is reasonable, since the edge maps are employed as the bridge the gap between sketch and photo images in TripletSN and DSSA. In both methods, the edge maps of photos are actually extracted by EdgeBox [17] . Thus, we tried to compare different edge maps by various methods and compare the performance of Fig. 4 Illustrative examples of edge maps extracted by different algorithms. * : the results reported in [70] . † : our implementation by using the same setting as [70] .
TripletSN and DSSA. Specifically, we compare the edge maps generated by (1) Canny edge detector Canny [5] ; (2) XDog [63] ; (3) EdgeBox which is produced as [70, 55] .
Some illustrative examples of edge maps are shown in Fig. 4 . The performance of TripletSN and DSSA using four types of edge maps are compared in Tab. 2. We can find both methods are very sensitive to the quality of edge maps produced. In contrast, our DeepTCNet employs an end-toend architecture which does not need to implicitly convert the photo images into edge maps.
Multi-Cropping Testing Strategy
The multi-cropping testing strategy is used in both TripletSN [70] , and DSSA [55] 3 . Specifically, each testing photo/sketch pair is reproduced into multiple (i.e., 10 in [70, 55] ) cropped testing pairs by cutting, horizontally flipping [53] both the photo and sketch. The features of each cropped photo / sketch are extracted to compute the distance of each cropped photo / sketch pair, d i (i = 1, · · · , 10). The final distance of this testing photo / sketch pair is averaged over the features of Table 2 Performance of TripletSN and DSSA using different types of edge maps. * : the results reported in [70] . † : our implementation by using the same setting as [70] . Table 3 The Top-1/Top-10 retrieval accuracies of each model are reported. The multi-cropping strategy significantly increases the computational burden in the testing stage, especially on the large-scale sketch-photo dataset, e.g., Sketchy. In contrast, in Tab.3, we compare against the vanilla testing strategy, that is, the features extracted from only one sketch / photo / edge map image. As shown in Tab. 3, we report the Top-1 / Top-10 accuracy on both QMUL-Shoe and QMUL-Chair datasets, which are employed as the benchmark datasets in TripletSN [70] , and DSSA [55] . We found that the TripletSN and DSSA can be benefit from this testing strategy. The performances of TripletSN increase over 8% on both datasets when using the multi-crop strategy rather than vanilla testing strategy. Besides its huge improvement to the performance, multi-crop strategy significantly increases the computational burden, especially on the large-scale sketch-photo dataset, e.g., Sketchy. In contrast, multi-crop do not improve the performance of DeepTCNet, which shows the robustness of our model over different testing strategies. For example, There are 8.69% improvement if TripletSN uses the multicrop (rather than vanilla testing strategy) on QMUL-Shoe dataset. In contrast, our DeepTCNet is very robust when we use different testing strategy.
Main Results of DeepTCNet
Additional Competitors. Besides the Triplet SN and DSSA methods, we additionally compare three naive baselines as [55] . [69] that is used for the sketch recognition. Particularly, the edge map is first computed for the photos. The Sketch-a-Net which is pre-trained on TU-Berlin and Imagenet-1k edge maps, is utilized to extract features of both photos and sketches. The features of fc6 layer are produced as the representation as [55] . A RankSVM is subsequently trained using these features and triplet annotation to give the predicted ranking order of edge maps for a given query sketch.
Besides, we also compare our model with ICSL [66] , Deep Shape Matching [48] , LDSA [46] , USPG [35] , Sketchy [50] .
Our results. We report the results of instance-level SBIR tasks on the benchmark datasets in Tab. 4. On all datasets, our network achieves the best performance. This validates the effectiveness of our models. Table 4 Results of instance-level SBIR on five benchmark datasets. The numbers represent the top-1 retrieval accuracy. * : results reported in [70, 55] .
Our model outperforms the second best methods by over 10 percent in Hairstyle Photo-Sketch and QUML-chair datasets. On HPSD dataset we report the performance by using the sketches of simple , i.e., HPSD (s) and complex, i.e., HPSD (c). In HPSD (s) version, our model can be better learned and hit higher retrieval accuracy. This is reasonable, since the complex sketches have much more information to help train the network.
On both HPSD and Sketchy datasets, our model performs much better than edgemap-based methods such as TripletSN [70] and DSSA [55] due to the fact that the photos in these two datasets contain rich background and texture information. Additionally, Sangkloy et al. [50] also used raw photo and achieve relatively high accuracy on Sketchy dataset.
We also analyze the results on the other three datasets, i.e., QUML-Chair, QUML-Shoe and QUML-Shoe v2. A bit different from HPSD and Sketchy datasets, these three datasets are about some simple objects, e.g., shoes and chairs. So the extracted edge maps are clear enough to help train the network. Moreover, our model still outperforms the other baselines in these datasets. It further shows the good capability of our DeepTCNet in extracting good discriminative and representative features for instance-level SBIR tasks; and it demonstrates the efficacy of introducing classification loss in bridging the gap of different domains.
Quantitative results. Given one query sketch image, we show the top-10 best matched photos in Fig. 6 . Interestingly, since our model is optimized by the exact sketch-photo pairs (instance-level SBIR task), there is no much constraints to optimize the other top-k (k > 1) results. As shown in Fig.  6 , there may be very different photos appeared in the top-10 retrieval results.
Ablation Study
Combination of different losses. We display the performance of various combination of different losses in Tab. 5.
In each combination, we keep the same DeepTCNet architecture and change different loss functions in optimizing the network. This ablation study can help us better understand the roles of each loss used in our DeepTCNet. (1)A natural question would be asked to compare the performance of using triplet loss versus classification loss. This study can also be reflected in the Tab. 5. Intuitively, the triplet loss is of central important, since we are targeting at a retrieval task. Nevertheless, even only using the softmax loss only (i.e., directly taking the instance-level SBIR as the classification task), the results are also comparable to those of using Triplet loss only. (2) The combination of triplet and Spherical losses (i.e., Triplet +Spherical), actually achieve the best performance on three datasets: QMUL-Chair, Sketchy, and HPSD(s). However, this combination is unable on the datasets of QUML-Shoe and QUML-Shoes v2. This shows that the Spherical loss is actually more important to help bridge the gaps of different domains, than the softmax and center loss. The other two losses are also helpful when the Spherical loss performs a bit inferior on the other datasets. Edge map vs. RGB Image. We also compare the model variants in Tab 6. We directly use the edge map generated by Yu et al. [70] to train our model. The results are much lower than our models of using RGB images. This is also reasonable, since our DenseNet-169 is pre-trained on ImageNet-1K images, but not the edge maps as [70, 55] . Thus in order to fully extract the information of the edge map, it is necessary to fully pre-train the feature extractor networks on the TU-Berlin, ImageNet-1K images, and the edge map set of ImageNet-1K images as has done in [70] . This is one important merit of our model, since we can skip this pre-training procedure as [70] . This actually indirectly reflects the effectiveness of our proposed model.
Triplet Selection. Interestingly, we also want to study how triplet selection affects the performance. To reveal the insights of this problem, we further conduct the experiments on QMUL-Chair dataset, which has the triplet annotations contributed by human [70] . Nevertheless, such human an- Table 6 Results of different input images of our DeepTCNet.
notations are very expensive in practice. In contrast, a naive and straightforward way of triplet selection is just random selection. Specifically, given a query sketch, we can get its corresponding photo as the positive image, and randomly sampling from the others as the negative photos. By virtue of such a way, we can produce the triplet pairs by randomly generating 10, 20, 50 triplet pairs for each query sketch. The sampled triplet pairs are used to train the corresponding models. The results are summarized in Tab. 7. The whole experiments are repeated for 5 times; and averaged results are reported for R-10, R-20, and R-50. In Tab. 7, it shows that the human labelled triplet pairs can indeed benefit the performance of our model. However, how to manually choose the appropriate triplets for training is still a non-trivial, difficulty and time-consuming task for human annotators. Table 7 Results of different triplet sampling methods on QMULChair. R-10, R-20, and R-50 indicate randomly generating 10, 20, and 50 triplet pairs for each query sketch. H-L represents that triplet pairs contributed by human annotation.
Visualization
In order to investigate the distribution of representations of sketches and photos in a high dimensional feature space, we use Multidimensional scaling (MDS) to project them to 2-D space, since the distance is well kept by this dimension reduction method. Using trained DenseNet-169, we extract the high-level representations of 200 test photo-sketch pairs. By using the MDS, we put the 2-D representation together with raw sketch and photo on Fig. 7 . Clearly, there is no evident clusters in Fig. 7 , and yet the matched sketch and photo are close to each other. This means our model successfully the learns instance-level feature of hairstyle photo-sketch pairs.
Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a new Hairstyle Photo-Sketch dataset with two complexity level sketches which can be used for instance-level Sketch-Based Image Retrieval. Such a task is more challenging than category-level or fine-grained SBIR tasks. Thus it needs fine-grained feature maps to bridge the domain gap between sketches and photos. To this end, we introduce a new model called Deep Triplet Classification Siamese Network (DeepTCNet) which uses DenseNet-169 as the feature extractor, and we combine two loss functions to train the model, namely, triplet loss and classification loss. We also conduct extensive experimental evaluation on three instance-level SBIR datasets. We show that our proposed model can have better performance and avoid the huge pretrained process which is necessary in previous methods [70, 55] .
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